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The Committee usually meets every second month at
The Barn on a Sunday workday at 10am. Members are
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CITY

Purposes & Objectives of the ABA (Vic) Inc.
To promote, preserve and develop the craftsmanship,
design aspects and techniques of all the various disciplines
of blacksmithing to the highest standard possible.
To provide a means of communication between mature
people with an interest in the craft of blacksmithing,
for the exchange of ideas, experience, techniques and
information for their mutual benefit, by the publication
of a regular newsletter.
To encourage a greater awareness of and interest in the
application of the skills of blacksmithing among architects,
interior designers, art/craft groups, and the general public
and to provide links between blacksmiths and potential
customers by means of exhibitions, demonstrations and
publications.

To promote, and actively provide opportunities for
training in all the various aspects of blacksmithing by
means of demonstrations, displays, lectures, and special
tuition sessions.
To act as a representative body of the interests of Australian
blacksmiths, locally, nationally and internationally.
To undertake community service, providing always that
these services are within the comfortable limits of the
time, talents and costs that the Association and individual
members can afford.
To encourage communication and goodwill among
blacksmiths everywhere.
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Editorial

I had a chat the other day with a bloke about
our training regime. He couldn’t understand
why we didn’t run a course, of one sort or
another, every other day and twice on Sunday.
Twas money for jam.
There is no mincing words about it, our
training regime is stretched out. It takes weeks
and weeks to graduate from making little
pointy bits to curly bits. But we think during
this early time there is a whole lot more to
learn as well.
It is a period in which to discover blacksmithing
is hard, sweaty, dirty work which is either
revelled in, or not revelled in (and we never
see you again as is often the case). We want
new members to stay so the asking for advice,
the discussions of what’s going to plan and
what’s not going to plan with peers and oldies
is a great way to gain entry into “the club”.
It is also a time for the committee and the
entrenched members of ABA(V) to suss you
out. If you like, to determine whether you are
worth the effort or not. We are, after all, first
and foremost about preserving the skills of the
blacksmith not with token gestures but with
serious dedicated effort. If we can recognise
that seed, water it and tend its growth, all
the better. Currently we see the potential in a
number of Doris’ and non Doris’ alike.
At the end of the initial training period, if the
feeling is an overwhelming desire to carry on,
the novice will already have gained valuable
experience in lighting and maintaining a fire,
using a hammer efficiently and effectively
and come, at least in part, to understand the
complex relationship between the anvil, the
work and the hammer. He may even have
made a simple piece which she can be justly
pleased with.
It may have taken months to get to this stage
depending on an individual’s capacity to learn
and to apply what is learnt. In times of yore a
blacksmith learnt his trade over many years as
an apprentice, then as a journeyman then as a
practitioner.
The novice will have done well to fast track
some of the required learning in those months.
3

by Doug Tarrant
The challenges of the various courses available
form the next step along the way to achieving
reasonable competency. In the end we hope
you have become competent enough to start
the process all over again only this time as an
instructor.
The difference we agreed to agree on was that
we want to make blacksmiths while he wanted
to make money plain and simple and we all
need to do that in one way or another.
Copy
I tried a different tack this time to get copy
for the Drift which was to ask just once. I
couldn’t stand the suspense knowing that you,
oh, and me for that matter, would probably
manage a little holiday over Christmas so I
sent out another message a few days before the
deadline. Did you get it? No! Then you are
not email savvy or you have given us a dodgy
email. At least if it’s the latter please rectify
your membership details. And yes you were
right in the end, ‘someone else’ will submit
something and they did. Thank you to the
seven people out of a membership of about
170 who responded.
Not so much thanks however for sending
me the load of bunkum I had to decipher
only to find in the end the person was not
submitting anything and just wanted to say so
in not less than what seemed like a thousand
words waffling on at infinitum saying virtually
nothing where a simple “sorry no can do this
time” would have done nicely. Take a breath.....
now.
Special thanks to Mary and Nick who realise
the Drift needs more than just blank pages.
Look out for heaps on their recent trip to
freeze various appendages in Europe. Thanks
as always too to Keith who submits something
or other no matter what other jobs he must
attend to.
Knives seem to be the flavour of the month and
herein is a couple of interesting aspects. Expect
rolling eyes at the mere mention of them at the
Barn from those who simply can not see the
fascination or who are tired of explaining how
to make a short fat thing long and skinny.

COVER IMAGE
The Three Smiths statue
by Felix Nylund. Unveiled in
1932 in Helsinki, Finland
See “Europe Excursion” by
N Hackett.

President’s Report

Nick Hackett

job with the catering with support
from Steve and Phil. A lot of good
food had to go in the bin because
there were not enough people to
eat it. Sad waste really. Perhaps we
may need to introduce some kind of
RSVP system for our events. I will
ask for the committee’s guidance at
the next meeting.
On housekeeping matters;

At the time of writing, it is
approaching New Years Day and I
hope all members and their families
had a happy and safe holiday period.

The committee has decided that it
is not acceptable for non committee
members or those on the forge
master roster to open The Barn
without prior arrangement with
the committee. Some experienced
members have already been given
this permission and they should
all know who they are, no names
required here. As the committee
would be held to account should
any unfortunate incident occur, we
necessarily need to be in control of
access.

Another year has passed and
unfortunately I must report
another disappointing turn out for
an ABA(Vic) event, this time the
Christmas break up barbecue. Serge The committee also asks that
and Tony once again did a great members respect the facilities of

Secretary’s Report

The Barn by putting tools back
where they belong, cleaning up after
themselves, and paying their forge
fees.
Anyone who has inadvertently
found themselves in possession of
ABA(Vic) tools, books or other
items may return them at their
earliest opportunity, no questions
asked.
As we are quite short of space at
The Barn, we tend to store things
in the Farriers shed. The park
authorities have asked us to reduce
the amount of space we are using
there. Consequently, the committee
asks that anyone who who has any
of their personal things stored at the
The Barn please remove them at the
earliest opportunity.
I want to thank the Editor for his
efforts in compiling this newsletter
and reiterate his call for input from
the general membership. It’s not
hard to contribute.

Gavin Brown

G’Day my fellow Blacksmiths,
Over the last 5 years I have seen a lot of people making knifes at the
Barn. I love knives and have attempted to make a couple of my own.
By attempted I mean I have made the knife ‘blank’ but I have never
got around to finishing it off – adding the grip, guard and putting a
razor edge on it. A good knife takes a lot of effort and a lot of work.
I recently watched a YouTube video of a guy who makes a straight
razor from start to finish. I noted that the blacksmithing he actually
does with the blank takes about 8 minutes (with the heating cut out)
and the rest of the video goes for an hour. That just goes to show how
much after forging effort is put in to these creations.
I have seen some great examples of Damascus blades as well as plain
but well-made and useful knifes from some of you at the barn. And
4

it seems I am seeing more people
at the barn making knifes, among
other things...
I feel members should be aware of
the rules and laws in Victoria when
it comes to making knives, or other
blacksmith made weapons.
Disclaimer: I am not a lawyer, nor
am I a subject matter expert. I do
not know every scenario or ‘what
if?’ you come up with. I am only
writing this information as I see it.
Please feel free to discuss any of this
with me whenever you like. And if
there are any lawyers or experts who
don’t agree with what I have put
down I am happy to receive feedback
and share with our blacksmiths the
correct information.
WEAPONS.
The Laws regarding the use,
possession, sale and making of
weapons in Victoria come from
the Control of Weapons Act 1990
which is easily accessible to all on
the internet. Just google “Control of
Weapons Act 1990” for a pdf. There
are three (3) different categories of
weapons in the Act. They are;
1. Prohibited Weapons.
2. Controlled Weapons.
3. Dangerous Articles.
Prohibited weapons are articles that
are prescribed by the regulations
(Control of Weapons Regulations
2000) to be a prohibited weapon.
These include knuckle dusters,
daggers, ninja claws, and throwing
stars to name a few. To put it simply
prohibited weapons are ‘fighting
weapons’ solely for use against a
person. The main ones I see made
around the Barn are Daggers. It is
an offence to MAKE, sell, possess
or bring in to Victoria a prohibited
weapon without an exemption and
if caught you can be charged (more
about the exemptions later).
Just to clarify for you all. A dagger is
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defined in the Act as: being a sharp
pointed stabbing instrument (other
than an oyster knife), ordinarily
capable of being concealed on the
person and having—

This includes swords, bayonets
and cattle prods. For a full list
see Schedule 3 of the Control of
Weapons Regulations 2011 - google
it.

(a) a flat blade with cutting edges
(whether serrated or not serrated)
along the length of both sides; or

It is an offence to possess, carry or
use a controlled weapon without a
lawful excuse. A person must carry
a controlled weapon in a safe and
secure manner consistent with its
use.

(b) a needle-like blade, the cross
section of which is elliptical or has
3 or more sides, but not including
instruments such as swords or
bayonets.
OK. So you need a dagger? You can
apply to the Chief Commissioner
of Victoria Police to have an
exemption to make, sell, possess or
bring in to Victoria a prohibited
weapon. Just jump on to the
Victoria Police website and follow
the links to the Licencing Services
Division and make your application
there. Keep in mind the definition
of ‘dagger’ does not include ‘is
sharpened’! Some police may see 2
bevelled edges running the whole
length of the blade and believe it to
be a dagger – just a thought. The
difference between a dagger and a
sword is the part where it says that
a dagger is ‘ordinarily capable of
being concealed on the person’.
The other type of exemption is for a
‘class of person’. This could be the
ABA (Vic). We are a ‘class of person’,
being a group of Blacksmiths.
‘Classes of person’ can apply to
the Governor in Council for an
exemption. This is generally used
by Martial Arts groups and the like.
And no, ABA(Vic) will not make
an application to make prohibited
weapons so you’re on your own.
Controlled weapons are defined as
(a) a knife, other than a knife that is
a prohibited weapon; or
(b) an article that is prescribed by
the regulations to be a controlled
weapon;

This means you can do those things
I just mentioned, as well as make
controlled weapons, so long as you
have a lawful excuse. Lawful excuses
are also explained in the Act. They
are:
(a) the pursuit of any lawful
employment, duty or activity; and
(b) participation in any lawful sport,
recreation or entertainment; and
(c) the legitimate collection, display
or exhibition of weapons
But does not include for the purpose
of self defence.
Going to and from the Barn where
you have been making knifes and
such it would be classed as the
pursuit of a lawful activity. It could
also come under the legitimate
collection excuse. But make sure
they are carried in a safe and secure
manner or it won’t matter the excuse
– you could be charged.
Possessing, carrying, and using both
controlled weapons and prohibited
weapons are what’s called an
‘anywhere’ offence. That means you
can commit the offence both on
private and public property.

Talking Smithing in Helsinki

Mary Hackett

Helsinki Presentation, 2014, copyright Mary Hackett

I gave a talk on a section of my
research in Aalto University
which is in Helsinki, Finland,
within the School of Arts, Design
and Architecture in November
27th, 2014. The Art of Research
V
Conference,
Experience,
Materiality, Articulation was the
5th of its kind since 2005. Each one
has a new focus and this conference
explored how makers experience
their practice, the materials used and
how we write about it. When my
essay and work were accepted fear
and excitement swung backwards
and forwards like a pendulum in a
grandfather clock. It was a beautiful
agony.
I convinced Nick Hackett, President
of ABA (Vic), that it would be good
for him to come as well and his arm
still hurts from the twisting - not.
Together we took part in the offered
masterclass on research practice; sat
through stimulating talks; drank
and ate at an opening of ceramics;
and met some lovely people. Nick
took photos of my exhibition

installation and of me giving
my talk, uploading them onto
Facebook. I was using my laptop
to show my slides and had forgotten
to shut down the internet first. In
the middle of my delivery Facebook
announced to the whole room that
I had a message - ping. I recovered
fairly well, I think, but it did teach
me a lesson which was: worrying
about the kids is not a good idea
just before public speaking.
Within my talk I spoke about a series
of photographs that I had taken and
a videos that Angus, our son, Nick
and I captured of quenching. For
the videos we dropped yellow-hot
hollow steel balls into a glass tank
full of cold water to view it being
quenched from a different angle
than we as blacksmiths normally
see. During the talk I explained
what a quenching is used for in
blacksmithing. I needed to do this
as the audience was made up of
theorists, architects, designers and
various types of makers and only a
very few metalsmiths.

I presented one of the videos which
showed the drama involved as the
hot steel plunged through the cold
water. Then I went on to show and
explain the photographs that I had
taken as a way of understanding
what happens in the videos. For the
photographs I used turnip peelings,
wooden skewers and mild steel
frames to describe what I saw. I was
trying to understand the form that
the quenching took on and what
natural energies were involved as
the ball dropped through the water.
Right now you maybe asking:
‘What does your research do for
blacksmithing and what point
is there in presenting it at a
conference?’ I don’t blame you as
I ask that of myself all of the time.
The answer that I come up with is
this:
As a species we have learnt to
manipulate materials for our
own benefit. We have exploited
materials to dress us; to eat with
and on; to fight with and live in.
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Our bodies and our brains have
changed to allow this to happen
more efficiently. We are built to
make. In this age of throw away
plastics and 3D printing I feel that
the majority of people have lost
touch with this making ability as
well as their wonder of materials,
especially metal. I want to bring
back that wonder. I want to know
if I can do that with blacksmithing,
and if blacksmithing could be
more relevant than to just make
things that remind us of our past.
By looking at the processes used,
and the energies that we exploit
when blacksmithing I can better
understand our thrill in making and
maybe inspire others.
By discussing my projects at
conferences and focusing on
blacksmithing processes to show the
true awesomeness of our practice
I can be a part of the world wide
conversation of those who are
looking at similar questions. As

an example there was the work of a
knife maker within the exhibition.
He had a series of knives but only
one that was made of steel. The
others were formed from clay, glass
and aluminium. He did this to find

Photograph, 2014, copyright Mary Hackett

out if a knife still felt like a knife
if the materials were different; and

Exhibition, Helsinki, 2014, copyright Mary Hackett
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to experience making a knife in
something other than steel. He told
us that he could make a knife in
steel with ease but found that clay
was difficult and he had to make it
a number of times before it worked.
On the last day of the conference
we were asked to write comments
about each other’s work. I received
a few but one in particular made me
feel that I was on the right track. It
thanked me ‘for giving one of the
most sublime aesthetic experiences
I’ve ever had’ (Anon 2014). I know
that they were talking about the
quench video because that is how
I feel every time I see it. I have
worked in metal for around thirty
years, eleven of which have been in
institutions studying art (the last
two researching blacksmithing), and
now I teach art and metalsmithing.
I still find that the processes involved
in working in metal never cease to
take my breath away

EUROPE EXCURSION
Given the discovery of the
blacksmith statue on the first day,
I thought we may have discovered
more ironwork than we did but that
may be a task for a future visit.

The Three Smiths Felix Nylund 1932

A few days prior to leaving
Melbourne, Mary and I were
invited to make a presentation each
at Eesti Kunstiakadeemia ( Estonian
Academy of Arts ). This institution
is one of the few in the world
offering Batchelor and Masters

Nick Hackett
expect many questions afterwards.
There were enough questions after
to suggest more than a passing
interest and we were contacted
a few days later by Associate
Professor Nils Hint thanking us and
expressing interest in a further visit
in the future.
“ I found your approach to
blacksmithing very open and
interesting. Its quite different from
the ways we are working with iron

In Late November and early
December, I had the opportunity
to accompany Mary Hackett of
Blacksmith Doris notoriety on a
trip to Helsinki, Tallinn and Berlin.
Mary had been selected from a
number of international applicants
to present a paper at an Art Research
Conference at Aalto University in
Helsinki. Mary has an article on the
presentation in this issue.
First impressions of Helsinki, snow,
cold, slippery, dark. Postcard shot
around every corner.
On day 1, we came across The Three
Smiths statue by Felix Nylund.
Unveiled in 1932, it depicts a
blacksmith and 2 strikers working a
heavy bar. Nude. Either a reference
to classical sculpture or they make
em tough in Finland. Perhaps tough
is a suitable description because The
Finns fought both the Soviet and
German armies during WW2. The
statue itself bears witness to that
as it is riddled with shrapnel holes
from a Soviet air raid in 1944.
We didn’t get as much time to
wander around Helsinki as we
would have liked due to 3 days at
the conference, short daylight hours
and a last minute invitation to
Tallinn.

Three Smiths detail showing shrapnel holes

Degrees in blacksmithing. One of
our Blacksmith Doris and RMIT
friends is on an exchange there and
connected us with the staff. We were
received well, with warm hospitality
and the kind of camaraderie often
experienced among smiths. Mary
talked generally about here PhD
works and the blacksmithing
concerns within and I was able to
do an abridged ( no video due to
technical difficulties ) version of my
Masters presentation on Unmaking.
We were informed prior to
presenting that the students were
quite a reserved bunch and not to

here. I would love to invite you
to give a workshop here in our
department, but it seems that at
least this moment its impossible to
find a funding for the trip...Anyway
always welcome here.”
There may yet be Tallinn chapter 2.
We had a chance to walk through
the Medieval old walled city of
Tallinn. Old Town the locals call it.
12th - 13th century surrounded by
bleak Soviet architecture. Quite a bit
of ironwork, historic, contemporary
and reproduction. Future mapping
project maybe.
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Window grille, one of several. Berlin

A planned “week off” in Berlin
turned out to be anything but.
I had factored in visiting some
memorials I had given talks
about during my time at RMIT
and looking at some historic
monuments and architecture. The
obligatory museums and galleries.
As our accommodation
was
centrally located, our main mode of
transport was Shank’s pony. (lame

too) It must be acknowledged that
blacksmiths are suckers for being
led astray when in the vicinity of
anything resembling hand forged
ironwork. On the way to our
various destinations we were slowed
at seemingly every turn by the most
exquisite examples of architectural
iron. Window grilles, balustrades,
gates, doors, street lighting, sign
brackets, everything imaginable.

Highly detailed window grilles on
all 20 windows the same. Groups
of 3 or more massive ornate doors.
Everything hand made. Even the
ordinary looking security grilles
were made by smiths. Punched or
split and drifted, joinery. Works
appearing cast from a distance
turned out to be forged on closer
inspection, many layers of paint
masking the smiths details. I should
point out that as this city was
almost totally destroyed by the end
of the war, all this work is either
restored or made after 1945. Either
option is possible given that much
of the restored architecture appears
untouched in hundreds of years.
It became a chore documenting
everything. Most days outside
temperature maximum minus 4.
Hands get sore in the cold operating
the camera. The documentation
was a haphazard occurrence. Just
the stuff we came across on the
way somewhere and by no means
a methodical mapping as we have
done previously. Other works seen
from the occasional moving taxi was
not captured, unfortunately.
On reflection, we probably only saw
half of what is there. Berlin chapter
2 perhaps.
All of the documented ironwork
has been posted onto the ABA(Vic)
Facebook page.
More images next page

Balcony. Berlin
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Door. Berlin.
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Detail of a gate in the old city of Tallinn. Made in 2001 by Heigo Jelle, a teacher at The Estonian Academy of Arts.

Door detail, Berlin
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Knives & more Knives.

Keith Towe

What’s with all the knife making at a woodworker, and one knife post during fluxing was collected in the
dish.
blurs into the next.
the Barn?
The last 12 months or so has seen
a proliferation of knife making by
members. What is the object of all
this activity? How many knives are
enough? I can understand someone
making a knife or maybe two, for
the experience of Pattern Welding,
and for a couple of members who
are chef ’s where several are certainly
useful.

I rarely see any artistic work these Even some paper underneath to
days, and only a few toolmaking collect the Borax residue will save
waste and keep the forge area clean.
examples.

I did see one member holding a knife I also noted at a recent meeting day
blank ready for welding in a pair of that one member had prepared a very
multigrips, a lazy and risky process. small fire with minimal coke to bring
up his blank to welding temperature,
How about making a set of small and with hardly enough coke to
tongs for your personal kit. making cover the blank. The idea of using
a decent pair of tongs will teach you a Flux is to minimise oxidation, and
One member I discussed this with more about forging than making a if the blank is not protected with
enough fuel, oxidation WILL occur.
quoted the Damascus skills required dozen knives.
for knives, but these skills can be I also see that a lot of borax is
incorporated into many everyday being wasted when poured over the One does not need a huge fire,
but you do need to provide a good
objects and into Artistic items.
material prior to welding, leaving a covering of fuel to help minimise
I also see this proliferation on mess in among the coke and on the oxidation.
Facebook where examples of knives floor.
outstrip artistic posts. The handle In earlier days we had an old baking So save us from all the knife makers.
material is of more interest to me as dish to hold the flux and any residue

An Interesting Old Tool.
I picked this up in an old-stuff shop in the Golden
Triangle. I was interested in the way the support for
the handle seems to have been folded and welded to
the poll. By the looks this extra piece would at least
double the leverage capacity the eye would otherwise
give. This extra leverage may be why the tip of the pick
is noticably turned up. I wonder too whether it is a
precurser to the adze eye appearing in claw
hammers from about
the
time
of the
gold rushes.

Paul Cockayne

way or the softer material has worn away quicker due
to the hard work it was asked to do.
I was so impressed by the long gone smith’s work I had
to share it with you all.

Then I noticed the hard facing on the top and bottom
of the pointy end of this miner’s pick.
You can just see here where the weld starts on the top
side and how the width of the facing is slightly wider
than the base material. It might have been made that
12

Association Notices
BARN FORGEMASTERS
Barn Day

Morning Afternoon

15.02.15 Nick, Phil
01.03.15* Steve, Gavin
15.03.15 Keith, Doug
29.03.15 Alice, Dan
12.04.15* Doug, Paul
26.04.15 Phil, Steve
10.05.15 Gavin, Nick
24.05.15* Dan, Keith
* Committee meeting
Contact a committee member for
anything else you’d like to know
about.
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Doris Report

by Mary hackett

Typical Doris Day, 2014

Both Nick Hackett, President of ABA
(Vic), and I were asked to speak about
our work in the Eesti Kunstiakadeemia
( Estonian Academy of Arts ), Tallinn,
Estonia. We spoke to a class of students at
the University there who were studying
art, majoring in blacksmithing. I was
also asked to explain Blacksmith Doris.
They had heard from Sarah Johnston,
a Doris who is an exchange student
in Tallinn, about our group and were
surprised that we would have the need
for a blacksmithing gathering just for
women.
I discussed our reasons stating that in
Australia there are hardly any places to
study blacksmithing. I explained that
women felt awkward trying to learn
with a group of men where there are
expected ways of doing things, as they
feel that they will be judged. As I spoke
I could see on the faces of some of the
women students that they understood.
As far as I know Blacksmith Doris is

fairly unique. Australia has only a short
blacksmithing tradition. Besides, there
is no longer much of a call for a smithing
career here, so blacksmithing is more
of a lifestyle choice rather than a way
of earning a living. There are women
around the world who sell the work
that they make when blacksmithing so
they are established and organised.
There is a group of women who are
dedicated and regularly come to Doris,
as well as new comers. Blacksmith
Doris has become a place where woman
can meet with the intention of being at
the forge. There is freedom in knowing
how to build a fire that will heat steel
well enough to move it with a hammer,
and to be able to make things with
that steel. Some Doris’ enjoy learning
traditional blacksmithing while others
just hit the metal, happy to see where
that process will take them. Those that
have knowledge share. Some come for
the company and others to draw. There
are no expectations and no judgement.

There is no obligation to complete a
product.
The group would like to thank the
committee for allowing us to have one
Saturday of every month dedicated to
women who wish to blacksmith; and
the members for respecting the fact for
another year. We appreciate it.
A new year means a new timetable:
January 3
February 7
March 7
April 4
May 2
June 6
July 4
August 1
September 5
October 3
November 7
December 5
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Doris Day, Corrie and Alice at work, Mignon looking on

Ashley attending her fire

15

End of year BBQ
We had our usual very well prepared
BBQ on 14th December and again
thanks must go to Serge and Tony
for their great effort in providing a
fine fare.
Those attending got a first-hand
view of some of the component
pieces of the Artistic seating benches
to be situated at the area of the
TREE, certainly larger than normal
section material, and well done to
the few members giving more that is
expected or desired, true supporters
of our Association.
We were impressed with these solid
sections used for the benches, and
could appreciate the effort of forging
this material down to size under
the 1 CWT hammer, a real effort
by those involved and in the light
of restrictions with respect to holes
that little fingers MAY get caught

by Keith Towe

in, and for “V” joins that could also
MAYBE trap little fingers. We as a
nation are really becoming bogged
down by the Red Tape of Authority,
with little self-preservation or
supervision applied by modern day
parents.

be remiss of me not to congratulate
Mary Hackett on her invitation to
present a Paper on Quenching at a
major Conference in Finland, and
to be asked to prepare this subject
for further publication. Well done
Mary.

It was nice to have a relaxing time
to chat with like-minded people,
some who have travelled quite some
distance to catch up were Don
Marshall and Hardy Wangemann
both making the effort to attend
from afar despite both being
“Crook”, while others journeyed
from Gippsland.

Doug Hughes has worked very hard
at his local Men’s Shed to build a 2
place forge with the support of the
committee and the members. One
of the projects the Shedders will
work on in 2015 is a Nail Making
Project where any interested
members can forge a Nail and have
it fixed into a displayed board..

There was not a lot of materials
or equipment on offer this year,
although there was a Ute full of
small to medium Anvils for sale.
It was also nice to see some of our
Doris Ladies again, and it would

Doug Hughes, Berwick Mens Shed Blacksmiths Shop, 2014
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Tree Benches

by Shane Kenny

Bench components ready for assembly (image stolen from https://www.facebook.com/BlacksmithTreeProject/photos)

Some of you may have noticed some
large pieces of steel stock appeared at
the Barn some months ago and that
during the ensuing months they have
been forged into some strange and
magical shapes. No, they are not parts
for some medieval torture device, nor
are they the forged ribs of a whale......
they are in fact parts for the Tree Project
seats and Sculptures.
The drawings, conceived by Amanda,
called up for the manufacture of three
sculptured seats and a few free standing
sculptural pieces.... easy enough you
would think.
However after making 1/10th scale
models of the seats it was apparent
that they were not going to be your
everyday simple garden seats but
very ornate, curved and individual
sculptures with as many Blacksmithing
skills incorporated as our artist could
think up ... why wasn’t I surprised.
A forging day at the Barn would start out
with the special ritual of Forge lighting,
usually by either Steve, Roland, Nick
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or Jim. This may involve the sprinkling
of water, lots of scraping around in
the fire pot, with a sudden pounce
and disdainful removal of a “Clinker”,
much muttering and dust followed by
the precise arrangement of kindling
and paper, the lighting and coaxing of a
small fire until the final lovely forge fire
evolved. I noted others chose to distract
the Blacksmith from his new fire with
gestures such as “Oh look, isn’t that a
rare sooty faced glebe, whilst pointing
to some remote roof space in the Barn,
quickly removing a small shovel full of
burning coke and placing it in their
own fire pot unnoticed by their fellow
Blacksmith.....( I am new to all this
remember. )
The metal stock was brought up to
a working temperature.... and then
the dance would begin. Blacksmiths
would alternate between the forge,
Massey and anvil.....each one working
around his fellow Blacksmith, in the
steps of a well-rehearsed dance, with
the click or pounding of the Massey to

keep them in time. Red hot metal was
upset (this is apparently a good thing
in the Barn, but not necessarily so in
the outside world), drawn and welded
as required. Meanwhile Amanda would
lay out a large grid on the Barn floor
and draw the seat at full scale in chalk,
each piece would then be checked and
adjusted to fit so that it was on size and
yet pleasing to the eye. Throughout all
this I would manage to position myself
so as to be directly in the way of every
one and learnt lots of new phrases, but
eventually even I managed to get into
the flow of the whole process.
It is amazing to see what a talented
group of individuals can achieve when
working together with a common
outcome in mind. There is still a lot
to do and for anyone interested you
can follow the progress on “The Tree
Project news” click on the Facebook
icon and catch up to where we are at
with the latest photos.
Happy New Year to all.
Regards, Shane Kenny

Events

by Dan Brady

A strange year for demonstrations
and events to be sure, with probably
more cancelled than actually
participated in for a variety of
reasons.

was excellent. Last Drift’s call out
for a car boot sale was heeded by
member Jim Deering who turned
up with a ute tray full of anvils
and if you missed out it’s probably
worth tracking him down because
there might be a couple left.
Upcoming Events, hmm where to
begin? The 7th-9th of March sees
the Scoresby Steam Fest. Steve
Nicholl has requested that some
members come down and help do
a demonstration in the Blacksmiths
workshop he has set up down in
Scoresby. There is a working steam
hammer which is an interesting but

Unfortunately our trip to Swan Hill
that many had looked forward to
had to be postponed due to weather
conditions, seeing as it was hot dry
and windy for the weekend and
the potential for fire danger and
lack of public attendance made it a
nonviable proposition.

not an ABA(V) event but the front
page of their facebook page does
feature a picture of the editor of this
fine publication. (That same bloke
welcomes all and sundry to pop
along and tell him what he’s doing
wrong but be sure to say g’day. Ed).
It definitely is well worth a look
for a variety of so called forgotten
practices, or “Lost Trades”.
The 21st and 22nd of March is the
International Blacksmithing and
Metal Art Festival at Waterside Metal
Art Studios located in Footscray.
Details are available on their
webpage http://watersidemetalart.
org. There will
be
Blacksmiths
from overseas and
around
Australia
in
attendance
with
forging
and
exhibitions
throughout
the
weekend.
That same weekend
we
have
been
asked to do a
demonstration
at the Kyabram
Vintage
Engine
Rally at the Kyabram
Showgrounds,
so
if the hustle and
bustle of the city is
not your thing then
maybe stick your
hand up for that one
instead.

Speedy (Paul Ward) has assured me
that we will have it organised for
when the weather is cooler later in
2015 possibly April or May.
The Christmas break-up on the
14th was as successful as ever with
members old and new turning up to
talk over the years events, reminisce
over forgings past and pass on
newly learned tricks and share old
wisdoms. One long serving member
even remarked that they keep a close
track of what goes on through these
very pages. Both heartening and
intimidating at the same time.
Once again the food preparation
and serving fell on Sergio and
Tony’s shoulders which they
handled comfortably and the food

somewhat terrifying proposition at
times. I will not be around on this
weekend so anyone that wants to
get involved can contact Steve at
the Barn.
The Kyneton Lost Trades Fair is

As always, if you
have any questions,
wish to volunteer to demonstrate,
have
an interesting idea for
upcoming events contact me at
events@abavic.org.au
Cheers Dan
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
SUN

15
FEB
SAT

01
MAR
SUN

15
MAR
SUN

29
MAR
SUN

12
APR
SUN

26
APR
SUN

10
MAY

Barn Work Day
10am– 4.30pm

Barn Work Day
10am– 4.30pm

to acknowledge the continued support of BOC GASES in supplying our
Barn Work Day
10am– 4.30pm

SUN

07
JUN

workshop oxy and acetylene gases.

Visit https://www.boc.com.au

Barn Work Day
10am– 4.30pm

Barn Work Day
10am– 4.30pm

Barn Work Day
10am– 4.30pm

Barn Work Day
10am– 4.30pm

SUN

24
MAY

The AUSTRALIAN BLACKSMITHS ASSOCIATION (VIC) INC., would like

Barn Work Day
10am– 4.30pm
Barn Work Day
10am– 4.30pm
Or Echuca Steam
Rally

TOYOTA AXLE MATERIAL FOR SALE @ THE BARN $5ea
33mm diameter, 600mm long, flange removed

FOR SALE

HEAT TREATMENT QUENCH OIL

HIGH FLASH POINT OIL SUITABLE FOR HEAT TREATMENT
THE NEXT BEST THING TO THE REAL THING: AVAILABLE NOW AT THE BARN

50
c
per litre

BYO container

NEXT DEADLINE FOR DRIFT ARTICLES:
1st APRIL 2015 for Issue 97
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